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ABSTRACT: Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchors are a unique
class of complex glycolipids that anchor a great variety of proteins to the
extracellular leaﬂet of plasma membranes of eukaryotic cells. These
anchors can exist either with or without an attached protein called GPIanchored protein (GPI-AP) both in vitro and in vivo. Although GPIs are
known to participate in a broad range of cellular functions, it is to a large
extent unknown how these are related to GPI structure and composition.
Their conformational ﬂexibility and microheterogeneity make it diﬃcult
to study them experimentally. Simpliﬁed atomistic models are amenable
to all-atom computer simulations in small lipid bilayer patches but not
suitable for studying their partitioning and traﬃcking in complex and
heterogeneous membranes. Here, we present a coarse-grained model of
the GPI anchor constructed with a modiﬁed version of the MARTINI
force ﬁeld that is suited for modeling carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids
in an aqueous environment using MARTINI’s polarizable water. The nonbonded interactions for sugars were reparametrized by
calculating their partitioning free energies between polar and apolar phases. In addition, sugar−sugar interactions were optimized by
adjusting the second virial coeﬃcients of osmotic pressures for solutions of glucose, sucrose, and trehalose to match with
experimental data. With respect to the conformational dynamics of GPI-anchored green ﬂuorescent protein, the accessible time
scales are now at least an order of magnitude larger than for the all-atom system. This is particularly important for ﬁne-tuning the
mutual interactions of lipids, carbohydrates, and amino acids when comparing to experimental results. We discuss the prospective
use of the coarse-grained GPI model for studying protein-sorting and traﬃcking in membrane models.

■

INTRODUCTION
The plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells contains a large
variety of functionally active proteins, such as transmembrane
proteins acting as ion channels or RAS proteins which have a
simple fatty acid tail tethering them to the plasma membrane.
The so-called glycosylphosphatidylinositols (GPIs) provide a
particularly intriguing anchoring mechanism. They are
covalently added to the C-terminus of proteins through posttranslational modiﬁcation in the endoplasmic reticulum. The
structure of GPI consists of a highly conserved pseudopentasaccharide glycan core Man-α(1→2)-Man-α(1→6)-Manα(1→4)-GlcN-α(1→6)-myo-inositol that is further connected
to a lipid tail which inserts into the plasma membrane. GPIanchored proteins (GPI-APs) are involved in many cellular
functions such as signal transduction,1,2 adhesion,3 and apical
sorting.4,5 GPIs are also found on the cell surfaces of protozoan
parasites such as Toxoplasma gondii, Trypanosoma brucei, and
Plasmodium falciparum,6 either with or without an attached
protein, as an end product of metabolic processes in the latter
case. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of a GPI with its
attached protein. At the trailing mannose (Man3), a
phosphoethanolamine bridge (EtNP) connects the protein to
the GPI. In spite of the conserved core, GPIs are of
© 2020 American Chemical Society

heterogeneous structure through various types of sugar side
branches, the composition of which can vary even with the
very same protein (microheterogeneity).
Ever since the discovery of GPIs, the question of the
relationship between their exceptional structure and functions
has been a matter of debate until today. One of the many
controversial subjects is the conformation of GPIs and the
orientation and placement of GPI-APs relative to the
membrane they are embedded in. Conclusions vary with the
type of experiment conducted. One scenario is that GPI-APs
lie in close proximity to the membrane, almost ﬂopping down
on it.8,9 Lehto and Sharom conducted a FRET-based study on
lipid bilayer vesicles to conclude that the ﬂuorescent tag on a
GPI-anchored placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) is at
most 10−14 Å away from the lipid−water interfacial region,
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seen to mutually interact. In general, one may envisage several
avenues to further develop the hybrid model of GPI-AP via a
reasonable reﬁnement of force-ﬁeld parameters. We want to
recall, however, that the situation of three disparate, mutually
interacting biomolecular species is not covered by the usual
process of force-ﬁeld development to begin with. The eﬀect of
a reparametrization will, however, experimentally only be
visible in an extended context such as the dynamic behavior of
GPI-APs in heterogeneous membrane patches, and the lack of
suﬃcient statistical sampling will inevitably impose a strict limit
on how an all-atom model can be tested. The mapping of our
atomistic GPI model to a numerically eﬃcient coarse-grained
representation is thus highly desirable.
The MARTINI force ﬁeld is a coarse-grained representation
for biomolecular systems composed of lipids, proteins,
glycolipids, and nucleotides, as well as, nanoparticles and a
variety of polymers.19 The MARTINI model is designed based
on mapping 3 to 4 heavy atoms to one spherical superatom
(bead). The interaction potentials between beads are inferred
from the partitioning free energy of small coarse-grained
molecules determined from their relative distributions in polar
and apolar phases. MARTINI performs well in mimicking
various types of lipids and replicating protein−lipid interactions as demonstrated for processes such as formation of
pores and nanodisks, lipid-mediated protein clustering, and
protein-mediated lipid ﬂip-ﬂop.20
In the present work, we devise a coarse-grained model of a
full GPI and GPI-anchored green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP)
based on the MARTINI force ﬁeld with polarizable water
which has been proven to work consistently for modeling
membranes in aqueous environment. After exhibiting our
parametrization strategy and the deﬁnition of new parameters,
we compare the behavior of the coarse-grained free-GPI and
GPI-anchored-GFP with corresponding all-atom simulation
results. We then discuss how the coarse-grained model may be
used to study GPI-anchored proteins in membrane environments and how to deal with the situation that an optimally
balanced parameter set for a GPI molecule is a priori unknown.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of a GPI anchor. The GPI core consists
of Man3-Man2-Man1-GlcN-Ino. The core is connected to a
phosphoglycerol (PGL) head which further connects to the lipid
tail. A phosphoethanolamine linker (EtNP) attaches the protein to
GPI. Ino+PGL are shown in blue to indicate the transition between
the two force-ﬁeld domains of GLYCAM06h (black) and Lipid14
(orange) that have been merged7 to provide a molecular model of the
full structure.

implying that the protein could be resting on the surface of the
bilayer.8 On the other hand, through diﬀusivity studies of
synthetic GPI analogs in both supported bilayers and live cells,
Paulick and co-workers concluded that the rapidly diﬀusing
GPI analogs do not interact much with the membrane, thereby
preventing interactions between the membrane and the
attached protein.10,11 On the other hand, a combined
experimental and computational investigation of GPI-anchored
Thy1 protein showed that GPI could substantially inﬂuence
the conformation of the attached protein, suggesting
considerable interactions between the two.9 One may also
wonder about how much this would impact another persisting
controversy regarding the localization and partitioning of GPIs
in functionally active, dense membrane microdomains,
frequently referred to as lipid rafts. Some of the experiments
conducted to address the partitioning behavior of GPIs in
diﬀerent lipid domains are quite contradictory.12−14
However, structural and dynamical details at the atomic level
and high temporal resolution, for instance the femto-second
time scale, are diﬃcult to assess through experiments.
Computer simulations of atomistic models provide powerful
tools for ﬁlling these gaps, but only a few numerical studies
have been conducted for GPIs so far, most of them advertising
the idea that a GPI-AP may essentially be viewed as a rather
rigid molecular arrangement rather than a vivid, dynamically
changing object.15−17 In our previous work, we devised an allatom model of GPI using GLYCAM06h, Lipid14, and
AMBER-ﬀ14SB force ﬁelds to elucidate the conformational
ﬂexibility of the glycan core in solution18 and to study a full
GPI-AP embedded in lipid bilayer patches.7 Through plain and
biased MD simulations, the GPI core was revealed to behave
eﬀectively as a hinge, with two rather rigid disaccharide units
connected via a ﬂexible Man-α(1→6)-Man linkage. With a
lipid tail attached and inserted into a bilayer, GPIs tend to
assume a hooklike conformation with the glycan core partially
immersed in the lipid headgroup region. In the simulations, all
three species−lipids, proteins, and GPI (carbohydrates)−were

■

PARAMETRIZATION STRATEGY
Mapping Scheme, Bonded Interactions, and Bead
Types. Due to microheterogeneity of naturally occurring GPIs
and the inherent diﬃculties of synthesizing suﬃcient amounts
of pure GPI species,21 molecular-level studies of GPIs are
diﬃcult, and concise experimental data are lacking. To build a
coarse-grained model of GPI, parametrization of simple sugars
(mono- or disaccharides) was necessary. Parametrizing glucose
(monosaccharide), sucrose, and trehalose (disaccharides) was
suﬃcient to model the whole GPI glycan in a building-block
manner as the mapping strategy was consistent across all these
saccharides, entailing similar bead types. Moreover, properties
such as partitioning free energies, which will be used in turn to
derive nonbonded interactions, are well-known for these
species. Note that at the coarse-grained level, there is no
diﬀerence between the nonbonded parameters of diﬀerent
epimers of sugars such as glucose, mannose, and galactose. The
diﬀerences are contained in the bonded parameters that are
derived straight from the atomistic systems. The MARTINI
coarse-grained force ﬁeld is based on mapping 3 or 4 heavy
atoms of the underlying atomistic system to one coarse-grained
bead. To coarse-grain monosaccharides, we followed a similar
mapping scheme as in the original work of the MARTINI team
where the model for carbohydrates22 was introduced. One
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saccharide unit is composed of three coarse-grained beads,
connected together like a triangle. Unlike in ref 22 where
polysaccharides were mapped linearly, we adopted a triangular
mapping protocol (see Figure 2). The glycosidic linkages were

Figure 3. Mapping of GPI anchor from atomistic to coarse-grained
representation.

where Kb is the spring force constant, and r0 is the equilibrium
bond length. Similarly, an angle connecting three consecutively
placed beads is deﬁned by a cosine-harmonic potential
1
Va = Ka[cos(θ) − cos(θ0)]2
(2)
2
where Ka and θ0 are the force constant and equilibrium angle,
respectively. Lennard-Jones interactions between beads connected by bonds and angles were excluded from the
nonbonded force calculation. This exclusion was necessary in
order to incorporate all the crucial bonded potentials while
avoiding numerical instabilities. The same strategy was
employed by Gu et al.27 to model the glycolipids GM1 and
GM3. Torsions were incorporated through a proper dihedral
potential with multiplicity(m) = 1, unless otherwise speciﬁed

Figure 2. Mapping scheme for coarse-graining sugars: (a) glucose, (b)
sucrose, and (c) trehalose. The colors of the coarse-grained beads
encode the mapped groups of the atomistic molecules.

represented by just one bond in the coarse-grained landscape.
There appears to be no general advantage of preferring the
linear mapping over the triangular in the MARTINI scheme.
The choice is usually made according to numerical stability of
the simulation. In the present study, the triangular mapping
scheme with a time step of 5 fs worked consistently for all the
simulations. All systems in our study were parametrized against
MARTINI’s polarizable water as the aqueous medium. The
polarizable water model implements the dielectric screening of
bulk water through the orientational polarizability induced by
its three-bead water model.23 This water model is known to
give more realistic and closer to atomistic results for processes
involving membranes, such as pore formation,24 phase
transition,25 and adsorption of charged peptides on membranes.26
Bonded Interactions. Bonded potentials for the simple
sugars were obtained from 200 ns all-atom trajectories of one
sugar molecule in water. GPIs were mapped from the atomistic
structure using the same triangular mapping scheme as for the
simple sugars (see Figure 3). Potentials for bonds, angles, and
dihedrals were derived from a 1 μs long all-atom trajectory of
one GPI glycan in water. In this way, bonded parameters as a
function of just the intramolecular interactions and the eﬀect of
the solvent were captured. The potentials were obtained from
the all-atom trajectories through simple Boltzmann inversion.
Bonds between coarse-grained beads were imposed by
harmonic potentials
1
Vb(r ) = Kb(r − r0)2
(1)
2

Vd = Kd[1 + cos(mϕ − ϕ0)]

(3)

where Kd is the force constant, and ϕ0 is the equilibrium
dihedral angle. Improper torsions were included wherever
explicitly mentioned, the potential energy of which is described
by a harmonic function, with Ki as the harmonic force constant
and ξ0 as the equilibrium dihedral angle
1
Vi = K i(ξ − ξ0)2
(4)
2
Equilibrium values of the potentials for all bonds, angles and
dihedrals were picked from target distributions at the atomistic
level. The bonded parameters of the coarse-grained sugars and
GPIs are listed in Table 2.
Partitioning Free Energy. Nonbonded or Lennard-Jones
parameters of the coarse-grained molecules are contained in
the assigned bead types. The bead types of the simple sugars−
glucose, sucrose, trehalose−were assigned by considering the
octanol−water partition coeﬃcient (log POW) obtained from
free energy calculations. Free energies of solvation of the sugars
in (polarizable) water and water-saturated octanol were
calculated separately to obtain POW. The amount of water in
water-saturated octanol was 25 mol %. Only one sugar
molecule was coupled/decoupled with the solvent. Solvation
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free energy (ΔG), i.e., the free energy diﬀerence (ΔF) of the
solute in vacuum (FX) and in the condensed phase (FY), was
calculated using thermodynamic integration according to
ΔG = ΔFYX = FY − FX =

∫λ

λY

dλ

X

δU (λ)
δλ

(5)

λ

The coupling parameter λ deﬁnes the strength of the potential
energy U between the solute and the solvent. λ lies in the range
between 0 (no interaction) and 1 (full interaction between the
two). A soft core approach was used to couple nonbonded
interactions in order to remove singularities from the potential
energy calculation.28 Bonded interactions were linearly
interpolated. δU/δλ was calculated at 25 regularly spaced λ
intervals between 0 and 1. The simulation time at each such
window was 30 ns. The free energy curve was then integrated
by the trapezoidal rule to obtain the ﬁnal value of ΔG. Block
averaging was done at every λ value to calculate the statistical
error in free energy. Partition coeﬃcients were obtained from
the diﬀerence in the two solvation energies, given by
ΔΔGOW = ΔGO − ΔGW = −2.3RT log POW

(6)

Here, the subscript O refers to water-saturated octanol, and the
subscript W refers to water. The obtained free energy values
are listed in Table 1, and the solvation free energy proﬁles from
which these values were derived are shown in Figure 4. The
calculated partition coeﬃcients compare well with experiments.

Figure 4. Free energy proﬁles ΔG as a function of the coupling
parameter λ for (a) glucose, (b) sucrose, and (c) trehalose obtained
from the thermodynamic integration of one sugar molecule in water
(black) and in water-saturated octanol (red) separately.

Parametrizing EtNP Linker. To study the behavior of GPIanchored GFP placed in lipid bilayers, a crucial step was to
model the linker connecting protein and GPI. In all the GPIAPs discovered so far, this bridging linker is the same−
phosphoethanolamine (EtNP). The EtNP linker was individually coarse-grained in an aqueous environment of polarizable
water. Coarse-grained bonded parameters of the EtNP linker
were derived from 200 ns all-atom simulations of the molecule
shown in Figure 5a. The simulations were conducted in an
aqueous medium of TIP3P water. For the GPI-anchored GFP,
the EtNP linker is the bridge between the protein GFP and
GPI. Therefore, in order to maintain the same connectivities,
the linker was connected to amino acid residues: ThreonineIsoleucine-Glycine-Terminal Cap (THR-ILE-GLY-T), in the
same order as in GFP, as shown in Figure 5. The terminal cap
(T) is an acetyl group that was added to end the amino-acid
chain. At the other end, the linker was connected to the last
two mannose residues (Man3-Man2) of GPI. The EtNP linker
was represented by two beads: a neutral L1 bead to substitute
for ethanolamine and a negatively charged L2 bead to
represent the phosphate group. The bead deﬁnitions and
bonded parameters of the entire molecule in Figure 5b are
listed in Table S1 of the SI. Coarse-grained simulations of the
molecule in Figure 5b were also conducted for 200 ns to
compare with the all-atom system. The derived bonded
parameters involving beads L1 and L2 were plugged into the
coarse-grained model of GPI-anchored GFP.
Coarse Graining GFP. GFP was modeled based on the
ELNEDYN31 framework of MARTINI. ELNEDYN, or the
elastic network approach, is built on the philosophy of
combining a structure-based coarse-grained model with a
thermodynamics-based coarse-grained force ﬁeld to model a
protein. Secondary and tertiary structures of proteins are
stabilized to a large extent by h-bonds, but this vital
information is lost in the coarse representation. Therefore, to

Table 1. Octanol−Water Partitioning Coeﬃcients (log POW)
of Glucose, Sucrose, and Trehalose Compared to
Experimental Values
glucose
sucrose
trehalose

ΔΔG (KBT)

log POW (calc)

log POW (exp)29

6.81
7.28
9.37

−2.95
−3.16
−4.06

−2.8
−3.3
−3.78

Bead Types. To arrive at the ﬁnal bead types comprising the
simple sugars, an iterative process of trial-and-error was carried
out to arrive at their respective experimental octanol−water
partitioning coeﬃcients. The bead types examined here were
taken from the database of MARTINI’s polarizable force ﬁeld
and assigned through the parametrization procedure described
in the section above. The distribution of bead types within the
same sugar ring was determined based on the polarities of the
beads relative to each other. For example, the two GP3 beads
(B2, B3) in glucose have two free OH groups making them
more polar than the GP2 bead (B1) that contains one free OH
and one ether oxygen (see Figure 2 and Table 2). The bead
types of GPI were assigned on the basis of the newly devised
bead types of simple sugars, the chemical nature of the bead,
and the interaction matrix of MARTINI. The glycan was
constructed in a modular fashion from the models of monoand disaccharides. Charged beads were used to represent the
groups containing PO4− and NH3+. The bead types together
with the bonded parameters making up the simple sugars and
GPI are listed in Table 2. Alessandri et al. pointed out that
short bonds in MARTINI could give rise to discrepancies in
the hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions of the molecule.30
To take this possibility into account, we have used small (S)
beads wherever short bonds (<0.3 nm) had to be included to
facilitate ﬁner mapping (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Bead Deﬁnitions and Bonded Parameters for the Carbohydrates Incorporated in Our Study: Glucose, Sucrose,
Trehalose, and GPIa
molecule
glucose

bead
name

bead
type

B1
B2
B3
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

GP2
GP3
GP3
GP2
GP3
GP2
GSN0
GP3
GP2

trehalose

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

GP2
GP3
GP2
GSP1
GP3
GP2

GPI

C1
C2

GP2
GP3

C3
PO4
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
L1
L2

GP2
GQa
GSQd
GP2
GP2
GSP1
GP3
GNa
GSN0
GP3
GP2
GSP1
GP3
GP2
GNa
GNa

sucrose

bonds

r0
(nm)

Kb
(kJ/mol)

B1−B2
B1−B3
B2−B3
B1−B2
B2−B3
B1−B3
B3−B4
B4−B5
B5−B6
B4−B6
B1−B2
B2−B3
B1−B3
B3−B4
B4−B5
B5−B6
B4−B6
C1−C2
C1−C3

0.328
0.375
0.311
0.325
0.311
0.379
0.335
0.327
0.302
0.406
0.329
0.311
0.379
0.376
0.299
0.329
0.399
0.325
0.307

35000
35000
50000
30000
35000
35000
5000
10000
10000
10000
20000
35000
35000
30000
50000
25000
30000
40000
35000

C2−C3
C3−C4
C4−C5
C4−C6
C5−C6
C5−C7
C7−C8
C7−C9
C8−C9
C9−C10
C10−C11
C10−C12
C11−C12
C10−C13
C13−C14
C13−C15
C14−C15
C1−PO4
PO4−GL1
GL1−GL2

0.34
0.37
0.30
0.40
0.32
0.35
0.28
0.34
0.32
0.40
0.28
0.35
0.33
0.36
0.28
0.35
0.33
0.30
0.40
0.34

40000
20000
40000
35000
20000
20000
35000
20000
20000
15000
40000
30000
30000
20000
40000
30000
30000
3000
5000
3000

θ0
(deg)

angle

Ka
(kJ/mol)

dihedral

ϕ0(deg)

Kd
(kJ/mol)

B1−B3−B4
B2−B3−B4
B3−B4−B5
B3−B4−B6

85
143
93
80

10
160
165
280

B1−B3−B4−B5
B1−B3−B4−B6
B2−B3−B4−B5

108
166
143

14
15
8

B1−B3−B4
B2−B3−B4
B3−B4−B5
B3−B4−B6

77
107
96
69

150
300
300
250

B1−B3−B4−B5
B1−B3−B4−B6
B2−B3−B4−B5

2.9
−54
44

50
28
50

600
600

C1−PO4−GL1−GL2
C2−C1−PO4−GL1
(m = 2)
C3−C1−PO4−GL1
C3−C4−C5−C7
C1−C3−C4−C5
C1−C3−C4−C6
PO4−C1−C3−C4
C4−C5−C7−C8
C4−C5−C7−C9
C5−C7−C9−C10
C7−C9−C10−C11
C7−C9−C10−C12
C7−C9−C10−C13
C9−C10−C13−C14
C9−C10−C13−C15

C1−C2−C3
C1−C3−C2
C1−C3−C4
C3−C1−PO4
C2−C1−PO4
C2−C3−C4
C3−C4−C5
C3−C4−C6
C4−C5−C6
C4−C6−C5
C4−C5−C7
C5−C7−C8
C5−C7−C9
C6−C5−C7
C7−C8−C9
C7−C9−C8
C7−C9−C10
C8−C9−C10
C9−C10−C11
C9−C10−C12
C9−C10−C13
C10−C11−C12
C10−C12−C11
C10−C13−C14
C10−C13−C14
C11−C10−C13
C12−C10−C13
C13−C14−C15
C13−C15−C14
C1−PO4−GL1
PO4−GL1−GL2

55
60.5
88
112
144
142
90
63
80
48
172
114
90
109
69
50
126
118
100
82
140
69
49
94
67
120
128
69
48
112
96

200
70
450
400
500
550
400
500
500
350
250
300
300
400
50
80
120
90
30
400
500
300
300
100
120
200
150
20
50

39.3
23
15.4
− 32.3
−5.7
−54.4
−163.3
12.6
−44
46
114
57.7
−91.14
−80
−132

2.5
5
3
6,2
20
25
80
10
7.8
25
4.7
6
4
14
15

MARTINI bead types are preﬁxed with ‘G’ to indicate the redeﬁned nonbonded parameters.

a

potential of force constant KS was turned on between the two.
The equilibrium lengths of these artiﬁcial bonds were set to the
distances obtained from an equilibrated structure of atomistic
GFP in water, and the values of RC and KS were kept uniform
across all such pairs of beads. Nonbonded potentials among
the backbone beads connected through a spring force are
excluded from the calculation of the system potential. Bonded
parameters (bonds, angles) were derived straight from the

replicate the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures
more realistically, an elastic network was imposed on the
protein through the ELNEDYN approach. Mapping of amino
acids and assignment of bead types is done according to the
same protocol as in ref 31, where the center of the backbone
bead is located on the Cα atom of the respective all-atom
amino acid. When the distance between the nearest-neighbor
beads was less than the imposed cutoﬀ RC, a harmonic spring
3893
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Figure 5. (a) All-atom representation of EtNP linker. (b) Mapping of
the all-atom model in (a) to a coarse-grained parametrization
consisting of beads, with the green beads representing the aminoacid residues in the following order: THR-ILE-GLY-T, starting from
the linkage at L1. BB beads are backbone beads, and SC are side chain
beads. The yellow beads make up the EtNP linker, and the blue beads
represent GPI’s last two mannose residues. Beads are shown with
their bead names.

Figure 6. Coarse-grained representation of GFP (a) without and (b)
with elastic bonds. The black mesh in (b) depicts the elastic network
imposed on the backbone beads of GFP. The chromophore is shown
as brown beads in the center of the barrel.

corresponding atomistic simulations of GFP in water. Along
with the protein, a coarse-grained representation of the
chromophore situated inside the barrel of GFP was also
modeled from the all-atom system. We observed that the
presence of the chromophore aﬀected the size of GFP and
hence was important to model the protein more realistically.
Details of the chromophore model are provided in the SI with
the mapping scheme illustrated in Figure S3, and the
corresponding bonded parameters are listed in Table S2.
As per the work of Periole and co-workers,31 the optimal
values of the elastic scaﬀold parameters could range from 0.8 to
1.0 nm for RC and from 500 to 1000 kJ/mol for KS. We
observed that for our system of GFP in polarizable water, the
combination of RC = 1.0 nm and KS = 500 kJ/mol replicates
the atomistic system suﬃciently well. Mapping of atoms to
coarse beads was conducted on an equilibrated structure of
GFP from the atomistic simulations. Note that the crystal
structure of protein should not be directly mapped to coarsegrained representation, as the protein changes in size upon
solvation and equilibration. As the elastic network ensures that
the structure and size of the protein are maintained throughout
the simulation, the atomistic system to be mapped should be
chosen carefully. Figure 6 shows the coarse-grained representation of the protein with and without the elastic network.
To compare with the crystal structure, we calculate the rootmean-square deviation (RMSD) of GFP. RMSD is a metric
used to quantify the degree of similarity between two
corresponding, superimposed structures. It is calculated by
the following relation

Figure 7. (a) Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of coarse-grained
GFP compared to the crystal structure. (b) Comparison of rootmean-square ﬂuctuation (RMSF) of the all-atom (black) and coarsegrained (red) GFPs in water.

structurally stable. The ﬂexibility of each residue of a protein
can be measured by root-mean-square ﬂuctuation (RMSF).
RMSF is useful for characterizing local changes along the
protein chain. It is calculated for the Cα atoms in the all-atom
case and backbone beads in the coarse-grained case. The
RMSF for residue i is
RMSFi =

1
∑ mi |ri(t ) − riref |2
M i=1

⟨(ri − ⟨ri⟩)2 ⟩

(8)

where ri is the position of atom i in the residue after
superposition with the reference structure, and ⟨ri⟩ is the
average position of atom i. Figure 7b shows the comparison of
root-mean-square ﬂuctuation of each residue of the protein
between the all-atom and coarse-grained systems. The local
ﬂuctuations/dynamics of the all-atom and coarse-grained GFPs
turn out to be quite similar. We also compare the global
structure of the protein in the two resolutions by calculating
the radius of gyration of the backbone beads in Figure 8 and
Table 3. Both RMSF and Rg plots show good overlap between
the two resolutions, further validating the coarse-grained force
ﬁeld.
Solute−Solute Adapted Nonbonded Interactions.
Nonbonded interactions between neutral beads in MARTINI
are described by a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential energy
function
É
ÅÄÅ σ 12
6Ñ
Åi ij y
i σij y ÑÑ
VLennard ‐ Jones(r ) = 4ϵijÅÅÅÅjjj zzz − jjj zzz ÑÑÑÑ
ÅÅk r {
k r { ÑÑÑÖ
(9)
ÅÇ

N

RMSD(t ) =

Article

(7)

where M = ∑imi, the sum of masses of all atoms, ri(t) is the
position of atom i at time t of the simulation trajectory, and rref
i
is the position of atom i in the reference structure. For the
calculation of RMSD, only the backbone beads are taken into
account. As shown in Figure 7a, RMSD stays well within the
resolution of determination of crystal structure, i.e., 0.19 nm,32
throughout the trajectory, suggesting that the protein is
3894
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quite plausible that it cannot cover all conceivable situations
met in biochemical modeling. Solute−solute interactions with
sugars35 and proteins36,37 have previously been reported to
turn out overestimated, leading to unnatural aggregation. The
degree of aggregation, or stickiness, increases with the increase
in length/size of the solute, as observed by Schmalhorst and
co-workers.35
The MARTINI force ﬁeld has already been extended to
carbohydrates including simple sugars22 and glycolipids;38
however, their self-interactions are overestimated leading to
unnatural aggregation both in solution and in membranes. Gu
et al. proposed to use the small (S) beads of MARTINI which
reduced the clustering propensity of glycolipids GM1 and
GM3 when placed in membranes to better reproduce the
clustering observed in the atomistic system.27 Here, note that
badly parametrized intermolecular vdW interactions are a
general problem in force-ﬁeld development, whether coarsegrained or atomistic.39,40 Therefore, a coarse-grained model
parametrized on the basis of atomistic cluster sizes cannot be
trusted.
To ﬁx this imbalance in interactions, a few strategies have
been proposed based on the incorporation of solution
observables in the parametrization process such as Kirkwood/Buﬀ integrals,41−43 osmotic pressure,44,45 and osmotic
coeﬃcient.46 Yet another way of optimizing potentials in MD
simulations is by calculating the second virial coeﬃcient of
osmotic pressure B22, a quantity that describes the deviation of
a solution from ideality. It is related to the osmotic pressure π
in the following way

Figure 8. Radius of gyration Rg for GFP as obtained with the
atomistic (AA) (black) and coarse-grained (CG) (red) models.

Table 3. Average Values of Radius of Gyration Rg for
Atomistic and Coarse-Grained GFP
Rg (nm)

atomistic

coarse-grained

1.725 ± 0.005

1.717 ± 0.004

Article

π (T , c) = RT (c + B22 c 2 + B23c 3 + ...)

where r is the distance between two particles i and j, σij is the
distance between them at which potential energy is zero, and
ϵij is the well depth which is a measure of the strength of their
interaction. Interaction between charged beads is represented
both by aforementioned Lennard-Jones potential and a
Coulombic potential energy function to describe the electrostatics
qiqj
VCoulomb(r ) =
4π ϵ0ϵrelr
(10)

(11)

where c is the solution concentration, T is the temperature, R is
the gas constant, and Bij are coeﬃcients of the virial expansion
of osmotic pressure. The nonbonded forces between
aggregating solutes can be scaled down by scaling down the
pairwise amplitudes ϵijs of the Lennard-Jones potentials (eq 9)
to match the experimental B22 values. This method has been
applied on MARTINI for proteins by Elcock et al.36 and for
polysaccharides by Schmalhorst et al.,35 in the environment of
antifreeze water of MARTINI. We followed the same protocol
to optimize the nonbonded interactions of simple sugars and
GPIs in polarizable water as polarizability of the aqueous
medium is essential to our study.
Based on the assumption that the total solute potential
energy can be approximated as the sum of pairwise solute−
solute interactions, McMillan and Mayer46 derived a relation
for B22 from the potential of mean force (w(r)) between two
particles separated by distance r
Ä
ÉÑ
∞Å
ÅÅÅ ij w(r ) yz
ÑÑÑ 2
j
z
ÅÅexpjj−
B22 = −2πNA
zz − 1ÑÑÑr dr
Å
ÑÑÖ
0 Å
(12)
ÅÇ k RT {

where q is the charge on the particle, ϵ0 is the dielectric
permittivity of vacuum, and ϵrel is the relative dielectric
permittivity of the medium. Charged nonbonded interactions
are determined by the charge on the beads, and uncharged
nonbonded Lennard-Jones interactions are dictated by the
bead types, the parameters of which have been ﬁt to reproduce
partition coeﬃcients of small organic molecules in polar−
apolar solvent phases.33 In accordance with the MARTINI
parametrization, we did not alter the sugar−lipid interaction
parameters because these interactions are taken care of
through the octanol/water partitioning coeﬃcients. A couple
of studies have reported that MARTINI sugar−lipid
parameters obtained through this parametrization scheme are
well-characterized. Lopez et al. demonstrated the cryo- and
anhydro-protective eﬀect of MARTINI sugars on lipid
bilayers.22 In another study, MARTINI nonreducing disaccharides were shown to disrupt phase segregation in mixed
membranes, whereas monosaccharides and reducing disaccharides had no such eﬀect, as was also observed in
experiments.34
The strategy of using octanol−water partitioning free
energies to deﬁne nonbonded interactions naturally addresses
carbohydrate-lipid or amino acid-lipid interactions, but it is

∫

with NA being Avogadro’s constant. At thermodynamic
equilibrium, w(r) can be approximately related to the radial
distribution function (RDF) g(r) in the following way
i w(r ) yz
zz
g (r ) = expjjjj−
z
k RT {

(13)

In order to calculate B22 from simulations, the integral in eq 12
needs to be ﬁnite
r

B22 (r′) = −2πNA
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Table 4. B22 Values Collected at the Tail End of B22 vs r
Proﬁles Calculated from Averaged RDFs

The value of r′ should be high enough where the solute−solute
interactions vanish and B22(r′) → B22(∞). In our systems, we
found that a value of r′ = 5 nm worked consistently for all three
sugar systems. For a two-component system, subscript 1 in Bij
stands for solvent, subscript 2 stands for solute. Thereby, B22
denotes solute−solute interactions. Positive values of B22
indicate net repulsion, and negative values indicate attraction
between solute molecules. Its magnitude denotes the extent of
aggregation. Experimentally, B22 can be obtained from static
light scattering, and in an MD simulation it is derived from
cumulative solute−solute RDF. Aqueous solutions of 100 mM
sugar solutions were prepared and simulated for 1 μs for
monosaccharide (glucose) and 2 μs for disaccharides (sucrose
and trehalose). Cumulative RDFs were calculated for every
200 ns segment of the trajectories. Using eq 14, B22 was
obtained by an integration over the solute−solute RDFs.
Solute−solute interactions were varied by scaling down the ϵij
of all the sugar−sugar pairwise nonbonded potentials of
MARTINI, using a simple relation
ϵij , new = 2 + γ(ϵij , old − 2)

Article

B22(L mol−1)
glucose
sucrose
trehalose

γ = 1.0

γ = 0.85

exp

−0.171
−1.765
−2.059

0.012
0.206
0.451

0.11747
0.30547
0.5148

Simulation Details. All the Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations in this work were performed with the simulation
engine: GROMACS-2018.3.49
All-Atom. The all-atom models of the simple sugars
considered in this study, glucose, sucrose, and trehalose,
were built with the GLYCAM06h force ﬁeld50 with TIP3P
water51 in the background. Only one sugar solvated in water in
cubic boxes was simulated for 200 ns each, so as to extract
bonded information (bonds, angles, dihedrals) to build their
coarse-grained representations.
The all-atom model of the GPI anchor was constructed by
merging two force-ﬁelds: GLYCAM06h to represent the glycan
head and Lipid1452 for the lipid tail. Figure 1 shows the
transition between the two force-ﬁeld domains. The inositoltogether-with-phosphoglycerol (Ino+PGL) part of the molecule, shown in blue, is the hybrid, bridging moiety connecting
the glycan head and the lipid tail. The atom types for this
bridging residue were chosen through a careful mixing of the
atoms from GLYCAM06h and Lipid14. Partial charges, angles,
and torsions of this bridge were derived using quantum
mechanical calculations, as described in our previous work.7
We consider only pure DMPC lipid bilayer in this study, which
was modeled with Lipid14. The lipid tail of the GPI is also a
dimyristoyl. GFP was parametrized using AMBER’s protein
force ﬁeld: ﬀ14SB.53 The aqueous phase was represented by
TIP3P waters. The construction of the systems was achieved
using the LEaP facility of AMBER. AMBER and GLYCAM
topologies were converted to GROMACS format using a script
that was originally written by Sorin and Pande54 and was
further modiﬁed by us to accommodate the speciﬁcs of
GLYCAM06h.18 One μs long simulations were conducted for
free GPIs in water and in 8*8 DMPC bilayers each, and 4 sets
of 1 μs long simulations amounting to a total of 4 μs of
simulation time were performed for GFP-GPIs embedded in
larger 16*16 DMPC bilayers. The detailed methodology of the
all-atom model development has been described in our
previous paper.7
Coarse-Grained. The coarse-grained GPI glycan was
attached to a dimyristoyl lipid tail, the parameters of which
were directly taken from the MARTINI lipid parameter set.55
Bonded parameters to deﬁne the link between the
phosphoinositol of GPI and the lipid tail were also taken
from MARTINI’s database. One GPI was inserted into each
leaﬂet of an 8*8 bilayer of pure, hydrated DMPC and
simulated for 1 μs. The system was assembled using the insane
script of the Wassenaar group.56 A single GFP-GPI was
inserted into a 16*16 pure, hydrated bilayer of DMPC to study
its conformational behavior w.r.t. lipid bilayers. All the
aforementioned coarse-grained systems were solvated in
MARTINI’s polarizable water. Nonbilayer systems were set
up in cubic boxes with a minimum distance of 1.2 nm between
the edges of the solute and the box. Bilayer systems were
constructed in orthorhombic boxes. Counterions, represented
as hydrated Na+ beads, were added to the GFP-GPI-bilayer

(15)

with γ as the scaling factor. This ansatz was also used by
Schmalhorst et al. The constant, 2 kJ/mol, is the lowest value
of ϵij in the MARTINI database. After systematically testing
diﬀerent scaling factors, we arrived at γ = 0.85 that worked
consistently for all the sugars in achieving more realistic
osmotic pressure coeﬃcients and eliminating aggregation in
sugars. As can be seen in Figure 9, unscaled/original
MARTINI resulted in B22 values in the attractive regime,
whereas the experimentally obtained values suggest somewhat
repulsive interactions. The B22 proﬁles obtained after the scaledown resulted in positive values with the averages close to
those from experiments (see Table 4).

Figure 9. Sugar−sugar radial distribution functions (RDFs) g(r) as a
function of distance r averaged over all 200 ns segments and
corresponding B22 vs r proﬁles of all 200 ns segments put together for
solutions of glucose, sucrose, and trehalose. In the B22 plots, the
dotted lines come from the 200 ns intervals, and the solid line is the
averaged proﬁle over all the intervals. Proﬁles from unscaled γ = 1 are
shown in red, and proﬁles from scaled γ = 0.85 are shown in green.
The averaged constant value at the far end (at 5 nm) is the reported
B22 value.
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Table 5. Technical Details of Simulation Settings for All the All-Atom and Coarse-Grained Systems Included in This Study
system
all-atom (AA) mapping
(aqueous systems)
glucose
sucrose
trehalose
GPI

GFP

EtNP

membrane systems
GPI in DMPC

GFP-GPI in DMPC

coarse-grained (CG)
mapping (aqueous
systems)
glucose
sucrose

species

number

box size (nm)

time (ns)

system
trehalose

glucose
water
sucrose
water
trehalose
water
GPI
glycan
water
GFP
water
Na+
EtNP
molecule
water
Na+
GPI
DMPC
water
GFP-GPI
DMPC
water
Na+

1
876
1
2178
1
2170
1
4753
1
16608
7
1

4×4×4

200

GPI

4×4×4

200

GFP

4×4×4

200

5.3 × 5.3 × 5.3

1000

8.2 × 8.2 × 8.2

5.2 × 5.2 × 5.2

EtNP

200

calculation of B22
glucose

200

4592
1
2
126
17095
1
511
81846
7

sucrose
8.4 × 8.4 × 15.4

1000
trehalose

15 × 15 × 19

4 × 1000

membrane systems
GPI in DMPC

GFP-GPI in DMPC
glucose
water
sucrose
water

1
338
1
545

5×5×5
5×5×5

species

number

trehalose
water
GPI
water
GFP
water
Na+
EtNP
molecule
water
Na+

1
543
1
1188
1
4626
7
1

420
59289
420
42
420
58738
420
42
420
58699
420
42

GPI
DMPC
water
GFP-GPI

2
126
4657
1

200
200

system to neutralize the net charge of −7 on the protein.
Energy minimization was performed for 10000 steps using the
steepest descent algorithm, followed by an NPT equilibration
for 1 ns. Postequilibration, the production run was carried out
in an NPT ensemble. Protein-free GPIs in bilayers were
simulated for 1 μs. GFP-GPI-bilayer systems were simulated
for 4 μs. The ﬁrst 10 ns of the production run of each system
were excluded from analysis. The time step used for GPI
simulations was 5 fs, which is relatively small compared to the
typical range of time steps (10−40 fs) used in MARTINI
models. Since GPI is structurally quite ﬂexible, we avoided
imposing constraints on the molecular conformation. The
inclusion of rather tight bonds, some of them with force
constants around 40000 kJ/mol, and the crucial glycosidic
dihedrals made it necessary to limit the time step to 5 fs so as
to avoid numerical instabilities. Besides, the choice of time step
is in agreement with the study of MARTINI glycolipids where
the small time step was required to avoid numerical instabilities
arising from the tight force constants and a large number of
angle and dihedral potentials used to maintain the complicated
conformation of the atomistic glycolipids.38 The cutoﬀ (both
vdW and Coulomb) for all the systems was 1.1 nm, imposed
by the Verlet scheme.57 The PME method58 was employed for
electrostatics, and the plain cutoﬀ method was employed for
vdW interactions. The vdW potential was shifted in energy to
smoothly reduce it to zero at the cutoﬀ. The relative dielectric
constant was ﬁxed at 2.5, the default value for polarizable water

time (ns)
200

6×6×6

1000

10 × 10 × 10

50

5×5×5

200

28 × 28 × 28

1200

28 × 28 × 28

2200

28 × 28 × 28

2200

6.5 × 6.5 × 16

1000

12.5 × 12.5 ×
19.5

4000

617
1

glucose
water
Na+Cl−
Ca2+Cl2−
sucrose
water
Na+Cl−
Ca2+Cl2−
trehalose
water
Na+Cl−
Ca2+Cl2−

DMPC
water
Na+

box size (nm)
5×5×5

511
20581
7

in MARTINI. The leapfrog stochastic dynamics (sd)
integrator59 was used to integrate Newton’s equations of
motion. Temperature was controlled by the sd integrator with
a time constant of 1 ps. For equilibration, the Berendsen
barostat60 was used to maintain the pressure at 1 bar, whereas
for the production run the Parrinello−Rahman barostat61 was
employed. A time constant of 5 ps was used for the former, and
a time constant of 12 ps was used for the latter. For all the
cubic boxes, isotropic pressure coupling was applied, but for
the bilayer systems semi-isotropic coupling was used, that is,
isotropically only in x and y directions. Detailed information
on the simulation settings can be found in Table 5.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scaled Solute−Solute Interactions: GPI and GFP-GPI.
The scaling factor, γ = 0.85, that was derived from simulations
of sugar solutions was applied to nonbonded interactions
between GPIs. To observe the aggregating tendencies of GPIs
before and after scaling, 5 GPIs (GPI core + PGL) were
solvated in water and simulated for 1 μs. Figure 10 shows the
snapshots taken at the end of the simulations with (a) unscaled
and (b) scaled MARTINI parameters. With the original
MARTINI parameters, all the GPIs ball up to form a globule
which remains stable throughout the simulation. Upon scaling
down the sugar−sugar interactions using the same scaling law
(eq 15), we observed that GPIs freely ﬂoat in water and
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Figure 10. Snapshots taken at the end of 1 μs long simulations of ﬁve
GPI glycans in water modeled with (a) unscaled MARTINI at γ = 1
and (b) scaled MARTINI at γ = 0.85. Each GPI molecule has a
diﬀerent color.
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Figure 11. Comparison of distributions of number of contacts made
within a radius of 0.6 nm between GFP and GPI glycan between four
diﬀerent all-atom (AA) trajectories (black, red, green, blue) and
coarse-grained (CG) trajectories (magenta for the unscaled and
orange for the scaled force ﬁeld). The plots show running averages
over ﬁve neighboring data points to enhance legibility.

intermittently associate with each other. At no point do they
aggregate into a solid, compact globule.
The combined model of GPI+EtNP+GFP was inserted into
a pure 16*16 lipid bilayer of DMPC to study the conformational behavior of GFP w.r.t. the bilayer. From a 4 μs long
simulation, it became apparent that the interactions between
GFP and GPI were signiﬁcantly stronger compared to the
atomistic system. This is not surprising since the parametrization of nonbonded interactions in atomistic and
coarse-grained systems follows diﬀerent routes. We recall
that the issue of overestimation of solute−solute interactions
has been reported for both all-atom and coarse-grained systems
(MARTINI in particular). In order to be consistent, we must,
of course, make the coarse-grained model reﬂect the one at the
atomistic level of a single molecular species (GFP-GPI) and
weaken the sugar−protein interactions. Due to the lack of
explicit experimental data on mixtures of sugars and amino
acids, we tentatively use the scaling factor obtained for sugar−
sugar interactions. Since the issue of aggregation has been
reported both in proteins and sugars, it is not surprising that
the interactions between proteins (GFP) and sugars (GPI)
would also be similarly aﬀected. To beat the excessive
attractive force down, we applied the same scaling factor, γ =
0.85, to the Lennard-Jones potential between GFP and GPI
beads. The scale-down presented results comparable with the
all-atom system. The extent of interaction between molecules
in close proximity can be quantiﬁed by the number of contacts
formed between the two. We counted the number of contacts
made by GFP as a whole with every atom of GPI. Figure 11
shows how the unscaled and scaled coarse-grained versions
compare with the all-atom system. Results of four diﬀerent 1 μs
long atomistic trajectories are placed against those of 4 μs long
coarse-grained trajectories. A number of contacts made were
counted within a shell of radius 0.6 nm. For a 1-to-1
comparison between the all-atom and coarse-grained resolutions, we mapped the atomistic GFP-GPI system to the
coarse-grained form prior to calculating the frequency of
contacts. The scaled coarse-grained force ﬁeld (orange) covers
the same range of contact frequencies as the all-atom system,
whereas the unscaled coarse-grained force ﬁeld lies far on the
higher side, an unchartered regime (15−20) of the all-atom
system. This shows that the interactions between GFP and
GPI are overly strong in the regular MARTINI force ﬁeld.
Comparison to All-Atom Simulations. GPI. Having
validated the modiﬁed MARTINI force ﬁeld for simple sugars,
the study was extended to model our system of interest, the
GPI anchor, as outlined in the Parametrization Strategy. All the

bonded parameters were derived from an all-atom system of 1
GPI core (without the lipid tail) in water. The comparison of
the bonded potentials is shown in the SI in Figures S4 and S5.
All the comparisons between the all-atom and coarse-grained
systems were conducted between the mapped atomistic (in
other words, pseudo-CG) and actual coarse-grained trajectories. To compare the global structures of the GPIs between
atomistic and coarse-grained descriptions, we calculated their
radius of gyration and end-to-end distance. Radius of gyration,
Rg, gives an estimate of the size and conformation of a
chainlike molecule, for, e.g., if the chain is coiled up or
extended. End-to-end distance, Ree, describes how much the
polymer is stretched in structure. The comparison along with
the values are shown in Figure 12 and Table 6, respectively. As

Figure 12. Comparison of structural properties (a) end-to-end
distance Ree and (b) radius of gyration Rg between the all-atom
(black) and coarse-grained (red) representations of a single GPI core
in water.

is evident from the overlapping plots and values, our coarsegrained GPI structurally represents its atomistic counterpart
Table 6. Average Values of End-to-End Distance Ree and
Radius of Gyration Rg between All-Atom (AA) and CoarseGrained (CG) GPI Core in Water

AA
CG
3898

Ree (nm)

Rg (nm)

1.41 ± 0.22
1.44 ± 0.19

0.70 ± 0.05
0.74 ± 0.04
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really well. The Ree values match perfectly, whereas the coarsegrained Rg distribution (red) is slightly right-shifted, even
though the modes are the same. This is because of the bigger
sized coarse-grained particles that experience a basal LJ
repulsion, which is absent in the pseudo-CG trajectory (black).
The GPI anchor was inserted into pure lipid bilayers of
DMPC maintaining the same setup as in the corresponding
atomistic system (see Table 5). Global structural properties,
i.e., radius of gyration and end-to-end distance, were again
compared between the all-atom and coarse-grained systems as
shown in Figures 13a and 13b. Plots are shown for GPIs both
Figure 14. Snapshots at the end of 1 μs long simulations of GPIs in
DMPC bilayers for (a) the all-atom and (b) the coarse-grained model.

We characterized the embedding of the GPI within the lipid
headgroup region by calculating the hydration number for each
of the ﬁve sugar residues of the GPI, which is the number of
water molecules lying within a radius of 5.5 Å from the atoms
of the sugar residues. This distance criterion was applied only
to the oxygen atoms of the waters in the all-atom system and to
the central, neutral beads of the three-bead-waters in the
coarse-grained system. Hydration numbers of each saccharide
ring were compared between the purely aqueous system (Nsoln)
where only 1 GPI is solvated in water and the bilayer system
(Nmem) with 1 GPI inserted into each leaﬂet. Figure 15 shows
the hydration ratios Nmem for the all-atom and coarse-grained
Nsoln

GPIs. The relative hydration is lowest for the Ino (violet) and
GlcN (blue) residues in both the all-atom and coarse-grained
cases and highest for Man1 (green) in the all-atom and for
Man2 (orange) in the coarse-grained systems. When
comparing hydration ratios to the density proﬁles of each
residue along the bilayer normal (see Figure 16), it is observed
that either Man1 or Man2 can be the outermost residue or, in
other words, the most solvent-exposed residue in the all-atom
system. Ino and GlcN lie at about the same distance away from
the bilayer center in the coarse-grained system, whereas a small
diﬀerence can be seen in the all-atom system. In both the allatom and coarse-grained systems, Man3 (red) lies closer to the
bilayer head than either Man1 or Man2. The same is conveyed
by the hydration ratio plots of Man3, indicating that GPIs ﬂop
down on the bilayer in both representations. Note that the
embedding of GPI into the lipid head is more pronounced in
the all-atom than the coarse-grained system. This diﬀerence
arises from the diﬀerences in size of the all-atom and the
coarse-grained particles they deﬁne. Atoms can percolate more
easily into gaps between lipid heads than coarse-grained beads,
thereby exposing them less to the solvent phase. Layering
eﬀects tend to occur for the coarse-grained system at a larger
length scale compared to the all-atom system. Regardless, the
overall qualitative picture of the conformation of GPI and its
interaction with the membrane is retained in the coarsegrained representation.
GPI-Anchored GFP. We recall that from the all-atom
simulations from our previous work7 we could convincingly
infer the following properties of the mutual interaction of the
three diﬀerent molecular species: (i) the GPI core undergoes
similar conformational changes as if free in solution; (ii) the
GPI core lies in close contact with the lipid head groups for
both the free GPI and with the GPI-AP; (iii) the GPI core
makes contacts with the attached protein; and (iiv) the EtNP-

Figure 13. Comparison of structural properties (a) end-to-end
distance, Ree, and (b) radius of gyration, Rg, between all-atom and
coarse-grained GPIs in a pure DMPC bilayer. Part (c) shows the
description of tilt angle θz of the GPI core, and its corresponding
distribution proﬁles are displayed in (d). Proﬁles of all-atom GPI in
the top leaﬂet are shown in black, in the bottom leaﬂet is shown in
red, the coarse-grained GPI in the top leaﬂet is shown in green, and in
the bottom leaﬂet it is shown in blue.

in upper and lower leaﬂets. To study the conformation
adopted by the GPI with respect to the lipid bilayer, we
calculate the angle of tilt formed by the GPI core with the
bilayer normal. Figure 13c shows the deﬁnition of the tilt angle.
In the atomistic system, it is the angle formed by the vector
connecting the end points: C4 atom of Man3 and C6 atom of
Ino, with the bilayer normal (z axis in this case). In the coarse
system, this vector connects the beads containing the
aforementioned atoms in the atomistic system. The distribution of the tilt angle of the coarse-grained GPI largely overlaps
with that of the atomistic GPI (see Figure 13d). The peak
value is ≈80 degrees, which implies that in both all-atom and
coarse-grained representations GPIs ﬂop down on the
membrane, with the whole GPI core almost swimming in
the headgroup region of the lipid bilayer (see Figure 14).
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Figure 15. Hydration ratios for each carbohydrate residue of the GPI in the (a) all-atom and (b) coarse-grained system.

Figure 16. Comparison of density distributions of each residue of the
GPI away from the bilayer center along the bilayer normal between
the (a) all-atom and (b) coarse-grained systems.

linker conveys extraordinary ﬂexibility to the orientation of the
protein w.r.t the bilayer.
We now verify the aforementioned properties with our
coarse-grained model. In Figure 17, we compare the structural

Figure 18. Comparison of tilt angle of (a) GFP and (d) GPI between
four independent all-atom (black, red, green, blue) and coarse-grained
(orange) systems. Parts (b) and (c) show tilt angles of GFP, and parts
(e) and (f) show tilt angles of GPI. Tilt angle ϕz of GFP is deﬁned as
the angle between the bilayer normal (z axis) and the vector
connecting the purple residues (glutamine and histidine). (d) Tilt
angle ξz of GPI is deﬁned in the same way as in Figure 13c.

dynamics of a coarse-grained system is always faster than
atomistic, about 4 times faster as has been reported for
MARTINI. This is because of reduced degrees of freedom in
the coarse-grained landscape that leads to loss of friction and
hence faster dynamics. This implies that 1 μs of coarse-grained
simulation is equivalent to 4 μs of all-atom simulation. Up until
the same time frame as the atomistic simulations, coarsegrained GFP-GPI shows similar proﬁles of tilt angle. On
running the simulation longer, it is revealed that, in fact, GFP
does wobble a fair deal, instead of lying consistently ﬂat on the
membrane, a deceptive picture presented by the all-atom
simulations as an oﬀshoot of slow dynamics. The tilt angle of
GPI also ﬂuctuates between 20 and 100° in both the all-atom
and coarse-grained systems. This shows that the GPI is equally
ﬂexible in structure in both the all-atom and coarse-grained
systems.
Figure 19 shows snapshots of all-atom and coarse-grained
simulations after 700 ns when GFP lies ﬂat on the membrane.

Figure 17. Comparison of end-to-end (Ree) distance and radius of
gyration (Rg) of GFP-attached-GPI between four diﬀerent 1 μs long
all-atom (black, red, green, blue) and a 4 μs long coarse-grained
(orange) trajectories.

properties, end-to-end distance, Ree, and radius of gyration, Rg,
of GPI when attached to GFP between the two resolutions.
For both properties, the values from the coarse-grained system
average around the peak values of the all-atom plots. The angle
of tilt of both the GFP and GPI from the bilayer normal is a
way of quantifying the extent of their communication with the
lipid bilayers and of overall conformation in general. The
deﬁnition of the tilt angle, along with the plots of comparison
of the values, is illustrated in the schematic in Figure 18. The
results from all four all-atom trajectories show that GFP
eventually ends up reclining on the membrane, with its tilt
angle saturating around 70°. The coarse-grained proﬁle shows
similar behavior of GFP until 1 μs, beyond which the protein
ﬂuctuates greatly in its orientation. It is to be noted that the

■

CONCLUSIONS
We developed a coarse-grained model of simple sugars−
glucose, sucrose, and trehalose−, GPI and GPI-anchored GFP
with a combined bottom-up and top-down approach to
parametrize the bonded and nonbonded interactions,
respectively. The model development is based on a modiﬁed
version of the MARTINI force ﬁeld that is suitable for
3900
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which can be studied by observing their partitioning tendencies
toward liquid-ordered or liquid-disordered regions of heterogeneous membranes consisting of a variety of lipids including
gangliosides and cholesterol. The coarse-grained model of GPI
presented herewith can be used in conjunction with the everexpanding library of MARTINI lipid types to add another
component toward building a complex plasma membrane.

■

Figure 19. GFP-GPI inserted into DMPC lipid bilayers at atomistic
and coarse-grained resolutions in (a) and (b), respectively.
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modeling carbohydrates in the environment of polarizable
water. The interaction potentials of lipid−lipid, sugar−lipid,
and protein−lipid were retained from the MARTINI polarizable force ﬁeld, but the potentials describing sugar−sugar and
sugar−protein were altered by scaling down the amplitudes ϵijs
of the Lennard-Jones potentials to match the experimental and
atomistic behavior. A scaling factor of γ = 0.85 was suﬃcient to
reproduce the experimental osmotic virial coeﬃcients (B22) of
simple sugars, which was extended to the bead types of GPI
core. Using polarizable water was essential to the study because
our objective was to study the conformational characteristics of
GPI and GPI-AP inserted in lipid bilayers for which the
interfacial interplay of interactions among lipid heads,
carbohydrates, protein, and water needed to be well
characterized. On comparing our model of GPI in polarizable
water versus in standard MARTINI water, we observed that
GPIs interact a great deal with the membrane in polarizable
water, just as the atomistic case, whereas they barely interacted
with the lipids in standard water causing the glycan, for the
most part, to project out of the lipids like a brush. This shows
that the water model has a strong eﬀect on the GPI
conformation.
GFP was individually coarse-grained in water with the
ELNEDYN force ﬁeld and was subsequently attached to GPI
in a modular fashion with a EtNP linker, which also was
separately coarse-grained from the atomistic system. GPI
proves to be ﬂexible both in the atomistic and coarse-grained
landscapes, and the orientation of the attached protein (GFP)
with respect to the lipid membrane ﬂuctuates signiﬁcantly. A
plausible reason for this unsteady behavior could be the
absence of speciﬁc adhesive interactions between GFP and the
lipid bilayer. This phenomenon was observed in our control
simulations where upon forcing GFP to lie in contact with the
bilayer headgroups through a biased force for 300 ns and
subsequently releasing the force, GFP moved away from the
bilayer after about 500 ns. It has also been reported in
experiments that GFP only negligibly binds to membranes.62
The analysis of the similar number of contacts formed between
GFP and GPI at the atomistic and coarse-grained resolutions
suggests that they interact similarly in the two representations,
providing further validation to our coarse-grained model. Our
coarse-grained model of GPI along with its EtNP linker, both
of which together form a conserved entity, can be combined
with other GPI-anchored proteins like alkaline phosphatase,
Thy1, MSP1 of Plasmodium falciparum, or even prion protein
to address crucial questions concerning their general
orientation, mechanisms of action, or pathogenesis.
The speed-up obtained from the coarse-graining was 16-fold
in the GPI simulations and 10-fold in the GFP-GPI
simulations. With this fast dynamics, we can further address
challenging questions that entail larger systems and longer
simulation runtime, like the role of GPIs in protein traﬃcking

Parameters of coarse-grained EtNP linker containing
associated bead types and bonded potentials, Table S1;
dihedral (Figure S1) and angle distributions (Figure S2)
compared between atomistic and coarse-grained EtNP;
mapping scheme of chromophore inside GFP, Figure
S3; bead types and bonded parameters, Table S2;
comparison of dihedral distributions for GPI in water
between atomistic and coarse-grained systems (Figure
S4) and of angle distributions (Figure S5); and
procedure for backmapping coarse-grained system of
GPI-anchored GFP, complemented by list of residue
names of lipid DMPC (Table S3) and of GPI (Table
S4) (PDF)

■

gpi.amber.map − mapping ﬁle for GPI; dmpc.amber.map − mapping ﬁle for DMPC; gfp-gpi-aa.top −
atomistic topology of GPI-anchored GFP inserted in
DMPC bilayer; and gfp-gpi-cg.gro − coarse-grained
structure ﬁle of GPI-anchored GFP inserted in DMPC
bilayer (ZIP)
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